GLEN ELLYN SCHOOL DISTRICT 41
BOARD OF EDUCATION MEETING MINUTES
MAY 23, 2016 7:00 PM
CENTRAL SERVICES OFFICES
793 NORTH MAIN STREET
GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS
Call to Order
The May 23, 2016 Regular meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.
Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Ellis led in the pledge of allegiance.
Roll Call
The following members were in attendance: Kurt Buchholz, Stephanie Clark, Drew Ellis, Dean Elger,
Patrick Escalante, and Erica Nelson. Joe Bochenski was absent.
Superintendent Reports
A. Student for the Day: Dr. Gordon reported on his Student for the Day experience in grade one at
Abraham Lincoln.
B. Special education collaboration follow up: Dr. Gordon provided an update on the planning to
create a collaboration structure with staff and parents. The first meeting is planned for early June.
C. Staff recognition: Dr. Gordon recognized staff members Lisa Buccholz and Priscilla Witte for their
recent published articles. Mrs. Buchholz’s article was published in the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics journal. Her article "A License to Think on the Road to Fact Fluency" appeared in
the May 2016 issue. Ms. Witte’s article “Teaching First Graders to Comprehend Complex Text
Through Read Alouds” will be published in the next issue of The Reading Teacher, which is the
journal of the International Literacy Association. Dr. Gordon noted that these are only two
examples of the expertise District 41 staff bring to the classrooms.
D. Long Range Plan/D41 Model: Dr. Gordon provided a review of the work completed so far and
planned between now and August to bring the new Long Range Plan (LRP) to life (Attachment). Dr.
Gordon noted that much of the work of the action steps implementing the plan will incorporate and
connect to the D41 model. Dr. Gordon reviewed the structure of the Model. One of those
components is the work of the Problem Based Learning (PBL). Dr. Gordon introduced Assistant
Superintendent of Teaching Learning and Accountability Karen Carlson and PBL coaches Christina
Kellam, Sarah Rodriquez, Kayla Wheeler, and Hillary Shumate. The coaches provided a review of
year two of PBL highlighting the areas where improvements were made to better support the
incorporating the PBL in a teachers unit of study and ensuring departments have the support they
need. Ms. Shumate introduced Hadley teacher Heidi Hann who, as a result of a PBL, has been
working with a group of students for two years on maintaining a sustainable community garden.
Hadley students Lauren Ackermann, Marissa Schoenherr, Maya Umlauf, Zoe Umlauf, Dylan Baedke,
and Sam Levitt shared their experiences with the Board on the amount of work and effort put into
creating and maintaining this garden to support fresh vegetables in the community. The students
noted that this PBL was different that a research project but rather they have come together with
their fellow students and community partners to address a real need and make a difference. Mrs.
Hann noted the students do most of the work with her oversight to ensure the needs of the garden
met. Board members noted their perspectives of PBL and the impact the coaches have assisting
classroom teachers with a successful PBL.
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E. Enrollment Report Update: Dr. Gordon gave an update on the status of enrollment and sections
for next year noting that final decisions will be made later in the summer; however, Dr. Gordon
will keep the board updated as information progresses. Board members shared their perspectives
on the plan to address uneven sections at the schools. They asked for a review of how the uneven
sections were addressed this year compared to the plan for next year. They also asked for staff to
collect feedback from those teachers who were, or will be, effected by the uneven section next
year.
Board Reports
 Mrs. Nelson reported on her attendance at the End of Year Recognition event. Mrs. Nelson also
shared information from LEND on the current status of the Prek-12 budget for the State of Illinois.


Mrs. Clark reported on her attendance at the Churchill PTA meeting.

Public Participation
Staff member Karen Dymit commented on her tenure in District 41 and the vilification and criticism of
GEEA (the teacher’s union) made during public comment. Mrs. Dymit encouraged the board to continue to
maintain a positive relationship with the union, whose goal is the best education possible for the children
of District 41.
Resident Jeff Cooper addressed the Board and Dr. Gordon on his recent FOIA request. Mr. Cooper stated
that Dr. Gordon should not tolerate illegal behaviors of the union during their work time and holds him
and Principal Steve Diveley responsible for allowing these political activities to occur.
Parents Kathleen Meier and Lisa Wiedholz noted their children’s experiences with PBL and shared parent
survey data and comments related to PBL.
Parent Bruce Currie commented on recent ACCESS data and encouraged the Board to analyze how
students are progressing. Mr. Currie also noted he was disappointed that the task force was not provided
with a reported noting an update to the Hadley space utilization study. He feels it would have been
helpful to the group as they proceeded with the process. Dr. Gordon noted the report Mr. Currie referred
to was omitted from the website resources, however, it was available in the library of facilities resources
for the committee. The report has been uploaded to the website.
Resident William Schumacher noted that as a longtime educator, resident and D41 parent, he is confident
with the direction of the school district. He noted most parents and residents do not publically share their
view when satisfied and encouraged the board to think twice about eliminating structures based on the
voices of a few.
Presentations, Reports and Initiative Updates
A. Elementary Additions Construction Update-FQC Construction Manager Jack Hayes introduced
FQC staff members Adam Slotkus and John Elanardo who worked with Mr. Hayes and the District
on the elementary additions construction projects. Mr. Hayes, Mr. Slotkus and Mr. Elanardo
reviewed the projects and finances of each school highlighting the uniqueness of each project. Mr.
Hayes noted that pending good weather, the projects should be complete by Memorial Day. The
final inspections and documents will be prepared in the fall. Board members shared their
perspectives on the process of the projects and extended their gratitude for a job well done.
(Attachment)
Discussion Items
A. Board Policy Revisions - Student Athlete Concussion and Head Injury: Earlier this school
year, revisions were made to the Youth Sports Concussion Safety Act. The Act contains concussion
safety directives for school boards and certain identified staff members. A school district must
implement a program to manage student athlete concussion and head injuries if it offers
interscholastic athletic activities or interscholastic athletics under the direction of a coach
(volunteer or school employee), or athletic director. Administration reviewed the recommended
changes, worked with district legal counsel and the policy committee on the recommended
revisions. Following approval of the revisions, Administration will establish a District Concussion
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GLEN ELLYN SD41 –
Components of the Long Range Plan

-Children are at the heart of all decisions

 Strategic Priorities
 Indicators of Success
 Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

 Baseline and Targets
 Measurement Source
 Action Steps
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Strategic Priority 1:
Academic Excellence


Student Learning and Academic
Achievement: We will create a
positive and nurturing environment
which is foundational to student
success. We will enhance and
support a culture of academic
excellence while working to close
the achievement gap.
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Priority 1: Indicators of Success







We will successfully prepare our
students for high school and for an
increasingly global society.
Establish and measure Key
Performance Indicators for academics,
social/emotional learning and to close
achievement gap.
Champion active collaboration among
staff.
Technology will support and enhance
student learning.
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Priority 2: Facilities that
enhance student learning:


We will ensure that our facilities
accommodate and adequately
support current educational needs
and allow for flexibility to support
long-term future needs. We will
continually evaluate facilities and
strategically plan for the
maintenance of all buildings and
grounds.
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Priority 2: Indicators of Success
Evaluate space utilization.
 Ensure and evaluate level of safety
and security for all schools including
fostering partnerships with civic
agencies.
 Implement plans for well maintain
buildings and grounds on a
scheduled basis.
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Priority 3:Finances that support
Student Learning:


We will realize the district’s mission
while utilizing resources responsibly
and efficiently. We will be respectful
and mindful of taxpayers by
evaluating and prioritizing spending.
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Priority 3: Indicators of Success
Establish an annual budget with a
five year forecast to prioritize, cost
containment, and use resources
responsibly.
 Engage the community relative to
financial priorities.
 Evaluate spending for fidelity,
impact, satisfaction and efficiency.
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Strategic Priority 4: Dedicated and
Talented Staff Committed to
Student Learning


We will recruit, support and
encourage retention of employees at
all levels. We are committed to a
thriving work environment that
encourages staff learning, growth
and to have a voice in the decisionmaking process. We will strive to
make District 41 an employer of
choice.
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Priority 4: Indicators of Success






Staff is highly engaged in the work,
they are proud of their work, feel
valued, and are focused on the mission
of the organization.
High quality professional development
and mentoring opportunities are key to
our success. Individuals are taught the
skills and knowledge they need in
order to be successful in their role.
Provide all teachers opportunities to
engage the district beyond the
classroom
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Strategic Priority 5: School Community
Culture & Climate to further Enhance
Student Learning
 We will enhance a healthy,
productive and collaborative
relationship with school and district
stakeholders.
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Priority 5: Indicators of Success
Increase parent engagement and
ensure they feel connected to the
staff and to the overall school
community.
 Continuously improve a welcoming
culture in each school community.
 Continuously improve satisfaction
among students parents and staff
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Priority 6:Community
Engagement & Communication


We will deepen trust with the
community members who live in the
over 10,000 households within the
District 41 boundaries through
comprehensive and transparent
communications. We will seek input
from all District 41 stakeholders.
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Priority 6: Indicators of Success
The community is informed about
District 41 practices, decisions and
operations.
 Enhance the District’s
understanding on the various
community perspectives on school
district topics.
 Improve stakeholder and community
pride in District 41.
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GLEN ELLYN SD41 –
Components of the Long Range Plan

-Children are at the heart of all decisions

 Strategic Priorities
 Indicators of Success
 Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

 Baseline and Targets
 Measurement Source
 Action Steps
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